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EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING
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>•&о 8S ьи 0о Е*§Е и2 >Musts--The experiment must be operated with power f:









— An attempt must not be made to recover the sp
•
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spheres have been allowed to cool.




























— The magnitude of any spacecraft accelerations
will be furnished to the experiment Principal I







— Recordings will be made of the astronaut's voi
performance of the experiment.
--A logbook will be kept on the experiment.
— The sphere forming tasks associated with each







--All vehicle accelerations of any significant ma
during the performance of the experiment.










— The M-S12 battery has a minimum "wet stand"










— The work chamber must be evacuated to space
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This experiment makes use of the electron beam to form twenty-eight 0.25-in. spheres
by melting small metal cylinders attached to the rim of two specimen discs and allowing
some of them to float free in the work chamber. The zero-g environment is expected
to affect solidification by eliminatulg density differences and thermal convection, thereb
emphasizing surface tension forces. A high degree of supercooling may be possible by
solidification of free-floating melts out of contact with container walls which often serve
as nucleation sites. When solidification occurs in significantly undercooled metals and
alloys, substantial structural modifications and reduction of segregation ratio can be
observed. Nucleation phenomena, even in captive melts, may be very different in zero
because some of the structure in castings has been ascribed to thermal convection. The
absence of thermal convection and constitutional density differences in zero gmay resul
in extremely fine dendritic structures, low segregation ratios, and fine and uniformly
dispersed inclusions. The net result may be structures with greatly improved propertic
а
There are a total of 28 specimens to be melted. Six of these are fixed on stings and 22
are allowed to float freely in the work chamber after being melted. These samples
have been prepared and will be mounted on a rotating sample holder such that the
samples form the spokes of a wheel, the hub of which is connected to a rotation and
positioning mechanism. The astronaut will position each sample, in turn, in the electro
beam. For the fixed specimens, the electron beam will have to be cut off by the
astronaut when the specimen melts. For the floating specimens, the electron beam
will automatically be cut off when the specimens are released from the sting.
The successful performance of this experiment requires the complete separation of
the molten specimen from the pinwheel assembly. Severing of the small wire used
as a retention device will occur when the specimen has been completely melted by the
electron beam. The wire will then be automatically withdrawn, leaving the molten
metal in contact with a nonwetting ceramic surface at a low temperature. The shape
of the liquid metal will be deformed when the wire is withdrawn. Surface tension will
cause the liquid metal to quickly form a sphere, resulting in a change of center of
mass and causing separation at a very small velocity The separation velocity is
not to exceed 1/3 cm/sec. Approximately 55 sec wi l l be required for the free floating
nickel sphere to solidify by radiation cooling.
Oscillations will be present in the molten spheres at time of separation but should be
dampened by its mass to I percent of the original oscillation within a few seconds
after separation from its holder. If any molten spheres should inadvertently contact
equipment of the chamber wall, they would stick to it but, development tests have showj
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'uncbonal Block Diagram (
system component listing,


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 i•S3о -"?"1 ЛсО hИz
The battery is the power source to perform the experiment. Refer to SEPEM,
Appendix E, FBNT 3. 5. 6.
ag
The vent valves are used in the pressurization/venting system to obtain the desired
atmospheric pressures for Experiment M-553. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E,
FBNT's 3.5. 8. 1 through 3. 5.8.6.
2
The vent lines are used in the pressurization/venting system to obtain the desired
atmospheric pressure for Experiment M-553. The 4-in. vent line is Multiple
Docking Adapter (MDA) hardware, but, because of its importance to the experiment,
it is considered with the M-512 MPF. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT's
3. 5. 9. 1 through 3. 5. 9. 3.
2
sThe camera mount is a bayonet type adapter used to mount the 16mm Data Acquisltii
Camera (DAC). The camera mount is located under the work chamber next to the
camera viewport. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT 3. 5. 10.
J3g
h
The M553 HATCH VIEW-PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING is installed Inside the
chamber on the hatch viewport to protect the viewport during the experiment. Refc
to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT 3. 5. 11. 5.
ё
о
The M553 CAMERA PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING is installed inside the work
chamber over the camera port window to prevent residue from collecting on the wine












The MS 12 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD is installed inside the work chamber on the floodli
port to protect the floodlight lens during the performance of the experiments using
the MPF. The shield was used in Experiment M-551 and is still installed in the wot
chamber. The floodlight will be used to provide the lighting for the photography dur
the experiment. A shield contamination failure could degrade the filming data. Ref









































































































































































































































































































Work Chamber Vent Filter No. 1 is installed in the work chamber i:
vent line to trap contaminants and to prevent the free floating sphen
through the 4-in. vacuum vent line and into space. The filter was u
M-551 and is still installed in the 4-in vacuum vent line. Refer to

























































































M553 SPHERE CATCHER 2 is used to collect the spheres formed fr
SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN 2 and is identical to M553 SPHERE
For description, Pft, effects of failure, and indications of failure.




































The M553 SPHERE CATCHER INSTALLATION TOOL inserts into fl
catcher and opens the mylar valve in the catcher. The tool handle i
install and remove the sphere catchers from the vacuum cleaner po

















































The M479 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER is used to cap the
supply line in the work chamber until the water quench system is re












































The EQUIPMENT STORAGE CONTAINER, or accessories containei
specimens for the sphere forming experiment as well as corollary <
conducting the experiment, it also provides temporary stowage for t
cutters used to cut off the specimens retained on the wheel. Refer















































.Controls and displays are used in performing Experiment M-552. 1


























All the electrical controls and displays used in performing Experim
located on the control panel with the exception of the MAIN BATTED
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Number and Trtle 
- 
3.5.1.  16. 1. 2 (Concluded) 
3.5. 1. 16. 1. 3 
Specify the Pft for the FIL 









s Failed closed 
--No mdicahon. 
Faxled open 
--There would be no low voltage EBC filament glow when thc FIL/BEXM 
sw (SlZ) was placed in the ON positlm. Failure of other electr icd 
components would p v e  t h e  same mdacatlon. A malfunction analysla by 
the astronaut would not verlty t h ~ e  failure. 
References 8 and 9. 
The FLLIBEAM CONT ew (S1Z) acbvatea the filament by applying a low voltage to heat 
the filament before the hlgh voltage Se applied. It is used a s  a double-pole, eingle- 
throw sw with two posatlons OFF and ON The S2 sw 18 in the ON posihon when 
operatmg the EBG It recelve n power from the battery through the POWER FIL 
BATT cb (CB3). When the S1Z sw 1s In the ON poeibon, low voltage ie appked to 
the EBG filament. 
- 
If pole 1-2-3 of the S12 sw should fail la the ON poslhan, the following conditioaa 
would occur 
Operability 
--There would be no effect on the experiment. The ELSTRON BEAM 
POWER sw (S3 or the POWER F L  BATT cb (CB3) could be used to 
remove the low voltage from the EBG filament. Note that if the S3 
ew is  used, battery power could not be ueed for the Instrumentation. 
A malfunction operating procedure will have to be uaed by the aetronaut 
to perform the experlment. 
If pole 1-2-3 of the SIL nw fails In the OFF position, the following condihon would 
occur: 
Support 
--Voltage cannot be appked to the JBG f~lament nnd the experiment wrll 
be terminated. 
If pole 4-5-6 of the S12 sw should fail In the ON poeitton, there would be no effect 
on the experlment. 
7 































































































2aw is placed in th
the astronaut wou
Pole 1-2-3 failed m ON
--The EBG filament will continue to glow after the S12 i





Pole 1-2-3 failed m OFF
— No filament glow when the S12 sw was placed in the О
of other electrical components would give this same :
•
aat









Pole 4-5-6 failed in ON
--The READY It (L4) continues to illuminate after the S
in the OFF position. A malfunction analysis perform
































Pole 4-5-6 failed in OFF
--READY It (L4) does not illuminate when the HI VOLT,
placed in the READY /RESET position
— Low voltage can be applied to the EBG filament but th
voltage electron beam or DAC operation when the HI 1






iuld not verify thi
Failure of other electrical components would give the



















































































EBG subsystem circuitry oi
two positions: OFF and ON
i the POWER CONTROL BA
The ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3) turns the
and on. It is a double pole, double-throw sw with
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1 in the OFF position! theIf pole 1-2-3 or pole 3-4-5 of the S3 em should fail














зV•3The following indications can be used to determine

























• Pole 1-2-3 or Pole 4-5-6 failed m OFF
--The FIL CHMBR PRESS gage (M4) wo
ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3) Wi
—The INSTRUMENTATION TEMP gage
the INSTRUMENTATION POWER sw (
о
when the FIL /BEAM CONT
position.
— There would be no EBG filament glow
(S12) was placed in the ON position.
I8
*з would give these same ind
rmed by the astronaut to ve
Failure of other electrical component!
A malfunction analysis could be perfoi
these failures.












































































































and on by selecting the desired power source — either the battery or AM BU
uble-pole, double-throw sw with three positions: ВАТТ, OFF, and AM BU
v is in the ВАТТ position when monitoring the work chamber or the EBG
pressure. It receives battery power through the 30 V max. - 26 V min.
























































О2-3 or pole 4-5-6 of the S2 sw should fail in the ВАТТ position, there woul



































--T,he INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) could not be used to measur.

















— The astronaut will have to wait a prescribed length of time before
opening the hatch when repressurizing the work chamber.
— If , the DAC IE to be used for this experiment," the astronaut will have
to1 obtain a power cable to operate the DAC using AM Bus 1 power. The
DAC will have to be manually cut off and on by the astronaut.
•
Support
— This interface is mentioned here because a decision will have to be
made on whether or not to continue the experiment. If the EBG
canister pressure is below 24 psia, a reading of 8 psia on the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS), there is a possibility of
electrical arcing in the canister when the EBG is activated. This
pressure cannot be measured without the use of the MS gage.
•






















































































t Pole 1-2-3 or pole 3-4-5 failed in ВАТТ
--No indication
i Pole 1-2-3 or pole 3-4-5 failed in OFF
--The DAC will not operate with the S2 in the ВАТТ position.
--The INSTRUMENTATION TEMP gage (M4) does not operate when Uu
52 sw is placed in the ВАТТ position.
a
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (US) does not operate when tb






Failure of other electrical components will give these same indicatu







DOD LT sw (SI 9) selects the power source for the floodlight and also cut
ilight off. It is a double-pole, double -throw switch with three positions
i 1, OFF, and ВАТТ. The S19 sw is placed in the ВАТТ position for thi
lent. It receives battery power from the POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
When the S19 sw is placed in the ВАТТ position, power is available to








-2-3 or pole 4-5-6 of the S19 sw should fail m the OFF position, the










t Communications and Data
--The floodlight would not illuminate and the film data would be degrac
-2-3 or pole 4-5-6 of the SI 9 sw should fail in the ВАТТ position, there












I Pole 1-2-3 or pole 4-5-6 failed m OFF
--The floodlight would not illuminate when the S19 sw was placed in th
ВАТТ position Failure of other electrical components would give
this same indication A malfunction analysis performed by the




















































































































































pole,- double -throw sw with three positions: AU
The S16 sw is held in the MAN/RESET position
placed in the AUTO position. This causes the s
> the next position and stop. The motor will not
















































ie motor. It receives battery power through the
When the S16 sw is placed in the MAN/RESET



































hlaSupport--The specimens could not be rotated to the pr
the electron beam to impinge on the specime
be terminated.
•







e the last spec!










--The last specimen melted by the electron be:
to be melted in the experiment. The specim
next position to allow another specimen to be
will be terminated.
•














































— The sample wheel began to rotate when the S
MAN/RESET position for 2 sec and would no
placed in the AUTO position. Note* It was a





















































































































other electrical components would give this same indication. A



















MAN/RESET or AUTO position. A malfunction analysis could be
performed by the astronaut to verify this failure.
| • Failed in AUTO
— The sample wheel rotated to the proper position when placed in the
AUTO position but would not rotate when placed back in the MAN/
RESET position. Note- It was assumed that the S16 sw failed after
it was placed in the AUTO position. Failure of other electrical
components would give this same indication. A malfunction analysis
could be performed by the astronaut to verify this failure.



















The HI VOLT/CAM sw (S14) is used to apply high voltage to the electron beam su
and to turn on the camera. It is a three position sw ON, middle position is neui
and unlabeled, and READY/RESET. The ON and READY/RESET positions are
momentary positions. When the sw is momentarily placed in the READY/RESET
position, the READY It (LA) illuminates. When momentarily put in the ON positi
high voltage is applied to the EBG subsystem and the camera begins filming the
process in the work chamber. When the S14 sw is again placed in the READY /R]
position, high voltage is removed from the EBG subsystem and the camera stops
Note that if the READY It (LA) is illuminating, the S14 sw does not have to be plai
in the READY/RESET position before being placed in the ON position. The S14 s




If pole 1-2-3 of the S14 sw should fail in the neutral position or pole 4-5-6 of the
sw should fail in the neutral position when the READY It (L4) was not illuminating
the following condition would occur
С0§• Support




































































































351 sО h1 1I» 2
1„Ы1fiI position•5-6 of the SI 4 ew should fail in the neutral









































— The high voltage EBG subsystem could
was turned off Assuming this failure



























51-iOperablllty--The electron beam and camera could n
astronaut could cut the electron beam г
•
fc(цОof the following
-ELECTRON BEAM POWER ew (S3)
-FIL/BEAM CONT sw (SI 2) - OFF
1о
-POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb (CB2) -
-POWER FIL ВАТТ cb (CB3) - open




















1"S3•o«и1not be асSupport--The high voltage EBG subsystem could

















































--After power wae removed from the S14
subsystem could not be activated again,

























floating specimen was melted and relea
FIL/BEAM CONT sw (S12) was placed
























































































-The astronaut would have to hold the S14 sw in the READY/RESET
position to cut off the electron beam and camera while advancing the
specimen wheel to the next specimen. When the S14 sw is released,











Pole 1-2-3 failed in the neutral position•
--There would be no electron beam or camera operation and the READY It
(Ь4) would continue to illuminate when the S14 sw was placed in the ON
position.
Pole 4-5-6 failed in the neutral position when the READY It (L4) was not
illuminating
•
--The READY It (L4) would not illuminate when the S14 sw was placed
in the READY/RESET position.
— There would be no electron beam or camera operation when the S14
sw was placed in the ON position
Failure of other electrical components would give these same indications.
A malfunction analysis performed by the astronaut would not verify this
failure.
Pole 4-5-6 failed in neutral position with the READY It (L4) illuminating
— The electron beam and camera would not cut off and the READY It (1/4)
would not illuminate when the S14 sw was placed in the READY /RESET
posibon.
•
Pole 4-5-6 failed in READY/RESET
— The electron beam and camera would not operate and the READY It (L4)
would not go out when the S14 sw was placed ш the ON position.
•
Pole 1-2-3 failed in ON
--For fixed specimens
-After the S14 sw has been placed in the READY/RESET position to
•
cut off the electron beam and camera, the electron beam and camera
will come back on and the READY It (L4) will go out when the S14 aw




























































































— For floating specimens
-The electron beam and camera will operate and the READY








>в 8 and 9.
RUMENTATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) turns the INSTRUMENTATION
off or selects the work chamber or EBC canister pressure for d
.ge. It is a single-pole, double-throw sw with three positions' С
! WORK CHMBR. The SI sw is placed m the WORK CHMBR posi(
he work chamber pressure and in the CSTR X3 position to momtc
ster pressure on the MS gage. It receives battery power through
aer or canister pressure transducer. With the SI sw in either th<


















































—The INSTRUMENTATroN PRESS gage (MS) could not be used t










--The astronaut would have to wait an appropriate length of time
opening the FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv to monitor the w
chamber pressure on the FIL CHMBR PRESS gage (M3).
•




—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) could not be used t
the work chamber pressure.





— The astronaut would have to wait an appropriate length of time
opening the FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv to monitor the w




























































































— This interface is listed here in case the experiment is terminated.
A decision would have to be made concerning whether or not to
activate the EBG without measuring the canister pressure. The EBG
canister pressure is supposed to be 24 psia (8 psia on the MS gage),
or above, before firing the EBG. This pressure cannot be measured
if the SI sw will not make contact in the CSTR X3 posibon.
•













— The EBG canister pressure cannot be measured.
•
Support
--This interface is listed here in case the experiment is terminated. A
decision would have to be made concerning whether or not to activate
the EBG without measuring the canister pressure. The EBG canister
pressure is supposed to be 24 psia (8 psia on the MS gage) or above
before firing the EBG. This pressure cannot be measured if the SI






Failed in CSTR ХЗ
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) will display the canister
pressure with the SI sw in any one of three positions CSTR X3, OFF
or WORK CHMBR.
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) will display the canister
pressure when the INSTRUMENTATION POWER sw (S2) ie placed in
the ВАТТ position with the SI sw in any one of three positions CSTR




--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) would not operate Failur
of other electrical components would give this same indication. A








































































































Failed in WORK CHMBR
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) will display the work charobe
pressure with the SI sw in any one of three positions CSTR X3, OFF, о
WORK CHMBR.
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (M5) will display the work chambei
pressure when the INSTRUMENTATION POWER sw (S2) was placed in
the ВАТТ position with the SI sw in any one of three positions CSTR X3
OFF, or WORK CHMBR.
0
в 8 and 9
Л CONTROL CUR ADJ pot (R32) is used to adjust the current applied to the
>eam subsystem. It has a maximum resistance of 2000 -f- . According to th










































pot should fail with the BEAM CUR gage (M2) displaying an electron beam


















pot should fail with the BEAM CUR gage (M2) displaying an electron beam

































Failed with the BEAM CUR gage (M2) displaying an electron beam current
of 50 mA.
--No indication. The M2 gage should be displaying an electron beam
current of 50 mA, there would be no need to adjust the R32 pot.
Failed with the BEAM CUR gage (M2) displaying an electron beam current
'or > 50 mA.
--The electron beam current reading being displayed on the M2 gage would


































































































































































I CONTROL FOCUS ADJ pot (R31) is used to focus the electron beam i
i. It has a maximum resistance of 2000л.. According to the checklis







































































--It might take a longer than normal time to melt the specimens. Th:
would use more battery power than would be required to perform M
A decision would have to be made concerning whether or not to mell
of the specimens for M-553 or to melt part of the specimens and со
battery power to enable the performance of M-552.
'
ring indications can be used to determine the failure of the R31 pot
I1VXн
•a
Failed with electron beam focused-
--No indication. If the electron beam is properly focused, there woul
be no need to adjust the R31 pot.
«
•5вaFailed with electron beam not properly focused













1 CONTROL ALIGN X pot (R58) aligns the beam in the X direction (
lal X-Y coordinate system when looking at the front of the specimen w

























































































































































о4)Л•ОX1а•о1pot should fail with the electron beam properly all





















"3pot should fail with the electron beam not properl;



















the electron beam to
could be terminated.
Support
--If the electron beam was misaligned enough for
completely miss the specimen, the experiment i
"!ИSSiaOper ability














to impinge upon and m
readjustment of the В
electron beam to imp
the specimen-
-De focus the electron beam to allow the beam
the specimen
-A small rotation of the specimen wheel and a
CONTROL ALIGN Y pot (R57) may enable the





aligned in the X dire
Failed with electron beam properly aligned in the
--No indication. If the electron beam is properly
there would be no need to adjust the R58 pot.
the X direction:
:tion with the cw or
Failed with electron beam not properly aligned in i
--The electron beam will not move in the X direc
ccw rotation of the R58 pot.
T
il
the Y direction of a
t of the specimen whei
heckUet, the R57 pot i
s 5, 8, 9, and 10.
1 CONTROL ALIGN Y pot (R57) aligns the beam in
lal X-Y coordinate system when looking at the fron
aximum resistance of 1000 -»• . According to the с










































0•aи«h•S>н«)£с•оIpot should fail with the electron beam properly all















о1)h•3С•о&•apot should fail with the electron beam not properl;










































































































































--It the electron beam was misaligned enough for the electron beam to
completely miss the specimen, the experiment could be terminated.
• Operability
--The astronaut could try and melt the specimen by performing one or
both of the following
-Oefocus the electron beam to allow the beam to impinge upon and
melt the specimen.
-A small rotation of the specimen wheel and a readjustment of the 1BEAM CONTROL ALIGN X pot (R58) may enable the electron be







2• Failed with electron beam properly aligned in the Y direction-
--No indication. If the electron beam is properly aligned in the Y direct
there would be no need to adjust the R57 pot.
• Failed with electron beam not properly aligned In the Y direction:
--The electron beam will not move in the Y direction with the cw or ccw







srences 5, 8, 9, and 10.
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) displays the pressure (psia) in either tl
k chamber or EBG canister. The gross work chamber pressure can be monit
n the chamber is being pressurized (5 psia) or depressurized (0 psia). The El
ister pressure can be verified if> 24 psia. The MS gage receives power from i








































--The EBG canister pressure could not be verified. The EBG canister
pressure should be i 24 psia before the EBG is fired. This pressure






























































































































--If a decision were made to continue the experiment, even though the, EBG
canister pressure could not be verified, the astronaut could not monitor
1
 the grosB work chamber pressure. He would have to wait an appropriate
length of time before opening the FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT valve and
monitoring the work chamber pressure on the FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3).
wing indications can be used to determine the failure of the MS gageо"о.сИ
Open Circuit
--The MS gage would not measure the work chamber or EBG canister
pressure when the INSTRUMENTATION CSTR X3 sw (Si) was placed
in the WORK CHMBR or CSTR X3 position. Failure of either electrical
components would give these same indications. A malfunction analysis
by the astronaut would not verify this problem.
•o§COtntnft)иgLtVtf
CHMBR PRESS gage (M3) displays the pressure (torr) within the filament











ent chamber vent vlv is open. The M3 gage receives battery power through













gage should fail, the following conditions could occur:20£a
0
Support
--The EBG is not supposed to be fired until the pressure in the work chamb
'is 1 X 104 torr. This pressure cannot be verified if the M3 gage has
failed, the experiment could be terminated.
i
Sequence
--If the experiment is to be continued, the astronaut will have to wait an
appropriate length of time for the work chamber pressure to decrease
to 1 X 1СГ4 torr.
Communications and Data
















































































































































.en the ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw
Failure of other electrical compone
A malfunction analysis performed by
s failure.
ф Open circuit
--The M3 gage does not operate wh
(S3) is placed in the ON position,
could give this same indication,
the astronaut would not verify thiч
1 References S, 8, and 9.
: can be safely applied to the system.
. When relay K7 is activated, batter'
1-6 of the FIL/BEAM CONT sw (S12).
The READY It (L4) indicates that high voltage
The LA It has two bulbs connected in parallel






























ю по effect on the experiment. The
shorts to ground, the following condil
If one bulb of the LA It burns out, there will h









fd prevent relay K7 from being energi:
>n of the EBG. The experiment woulc
ф Suppor t
--Shorting the L4 It to ground wouli
and prevent high voltage activatic
terminated.
3Vfi•80л•aV0вEО0)в•aоCD1осо§аАО•оШв1JSн
: not as bright as normal.
ф One bulb out
--The L4 It will still illuminate but
S
in the HI VOLT/CAM sw (S14) is
ition.
ill not operate when the Ш VOLT/CA
tion
ф Shorts to ground
--The LA It does not illuminate whe
placed in the READY/RESET pos
--The electron beam and camera w
sw (S14) is placed in the ON posil
aо•aи1give these same indications. A malf
verify this failure.
Failure of other electrical components would
analysis performed by the astronaut will not '



















































































 3tron beam current.
The electron beam
BEAM CUR gage (M2) displays the elec
r from the filament current regulator















819tot be measured dur:
i
• Communications and Data
--The electron beam current cam
—
оh£•81лЕrve the electron beai
on the specimen.
• Ope r ability
--The astronaut will have to obse
the optimum beam is impinging
<d«Mо£•8ОItЛ9gьfollowing indicabon can be used to deteS^
т
~


























res the voltage from
to the EBG filament.
1 during the operatic
electron beam voltage gage (Ml) measu
high voltage receifier transfers power 1










dition could occur-: М 1 gage should fail, the following con
•3aл3
• Communications and Data
--These voltage data will be lost.








































































































































































































IN BATTERY cb (CBl) is a 100 A push-pull type cb. It is located on th<
control panel above the battery case. The CBl cb receives battery pow
e battery. When it is in the closed position, battery power is available





































--The EBG could not be operated to melt the specimens. The experii
would be terminated.
Bl cb should fail closed, there would be no effect on the experiment.uV5aл3
lowing indication can be used to determine the failure of the CBl cb'2aH
• Failed open
--The FIL CHMBR PRESS gage (M3) would not operate when the
ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3) was placed in the ON position.
--The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (M5) would not operate when
the INSTRUMENTATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) was placed in either the
CSTR X3 or WORK CHMBR position.
--The INSTRUMENTATION TEMP gage (M4) would not operate when
the INSTRUMENTATION POWER sw (S2) was placed in the ВАТТ
position.
--The EBG filament would not glow when the FIL/BEAM CONT sw (SI
was placed in the ON position.
of other electrical components would give these same indications. A
bon analysis performed by the astronaut would verify this failure.
• Failed closed
--No indication.










































































































































































The filament chamber interlock sw (S27) is a microswitch that is opened and
with the operation of the FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv When the vlv is
sw is open, and when the vlv is open, the sw is closed. The S27 sw receive
power through the 30 V max. - 26 V mm. regulator when the ELECTRON B.
POWER sw (S3) is placed in the ON position. When the S27 sw is closed, ba
is available to the EXP ADV sw (S16) and pole 4-5-6 of the FIL/BEAM CON'
The S27 sw is in the closed position during the operation of the EBG.




• Operability - '
--The astronaut could place the FIL CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) in th
OVERRIDE position to bypass the S27 sw and continue with the e
If the S27 sw should fail closed, there would be no effect on the experiment.s>Я
The following indication could be used to determine the failure of the S27 sw
Ja• Failed open
--The READY It (L4) would not illuminate when the HI VOLT/CAlY
aл(S14) was placed in the READY/RESET position.
--Neither the electron beam nor the camera would operate when t
VOLT/CAM sw (S14) was placed in the ON position.
^
Failure of other electrical components would give these same indications,
malfunction analysis performed by the astronaut would verify this failure.
• Failed closed
- -No' mdtc ation.
References 8 and 9.
The Ш PWR ACC OUTLET 1 cb is a 12 A cb. It is located in the Structural
„
Transition Section (STS) on panel 202. The cb is closed to provide AM BUS
power to the HI PWR ACCESS OUTLET 1 in the MDA on panel 115. For thii
experiment, this cb is only used for the operation of the vacuum cleaner.















































































































































-Collect the floating spheres by hand
-Connect the vacuum cleaner power cable
and continue the vacuum cleaner operatic














































--The vacuum cleaner will not operate. Failure
components would give this same indication,
































s 5 and 12.
!R ACCESS OUTLETS 1 sw is a two position sw
the MDA on panel 115. The sw is placed in the
he vacuum cleaner cb. For this experiment, thi

















































--The astronaut would do one of the following-
-Collect the floating spheres by hand
-Connect the vacuum cleaner power cable
OUTLET 2 and continue the vacuum clean




















































































































«1г £,3 gh Z
toto
• Failed OFF
--The vacuum cleaner will not operate. Failure of other electrica
components would give this same indication. A malfunction anal


















References 5 and 12.
The floodlight is mounted on the vacuum chamber next to the camera port,
be used to provide the lighting for the photography during the experiment
will operate on 28 Vdc. This lighting assembly will be enclosed with a prote
















 ?The purpose of the M553 SPHERE FORMING MOTOR is to rotate the specim
and place the specimen in the proper position to interface with the electron b
the EBG is activated. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FB~NT 3.5.11.2.
aa
•oiu-5
Refer to FBNT 3.5. 2. 1.
There are two sphere forming disc assemblies in the EQUIPMENT STORAGE
CONTAINER (Ml 36). Each disc assembly contains 14 specimens to be meltt
















Four specimens on the holder will be permanently supported on 0. 04-in. -dia
of the same materials as the specimens. (The target sample will not be mel
These sample specimens will be melted and remain in place on their support
they solidify. When these specimens are processed, the crewman operating













The other 1 1 specimens on the holder will be mounted on supports that are d
to release them as soon as they melt so that they can float freely while they












































































































































































































ф0}3иа£•о0up an oscillation in the molten sphe









































































he spheroid separates from the sam
pie holder are opened and relays КЗ







































i + 12 percent Sn (One specimen)
i + 1 percent Ag (One specimen)
:ased specimens
i (Three specimens)
i + 12 percent Sn (Three specimens)
i + 1 percent Ag (Three specimens)
















































•ah0)•o'oX0•aсSXсCO8ЙLods that separate when the switch c<

















•OSEJoS•0gишI§иmuracations and Datale specimen of the failed open switcl
^
32
оVfa05aшiIMds that separate when the switch ci




























indication can be used to determine
























































































--The READY It (L4) would not illuminate when the Ш VOLT/CAM sw (SI'
53was placed in the READY /RESET position.













Failure of other electrical components would give these same indications. A
malfunction analysis performed by die astronaut would verify this failure
| • Failed closed
--The electron beam and camera would not automatically cut off when the
specimen melted and separated. The experiment would be continued
and this failure would be verified.
References 3j 8, 9, and 13.
CO
The vacuum cleaner is used to assist in the collecting of the floating spheres. The
vacuum cleaner uses a gravity substitute airflow (suction) to pull the floating sphere




















The vacuum cleaner is stowed for ready accessibility in the Orbital Workshop (OWS)
forward compartment, locker F522, together with its attachments, hose,
and caddy. A beta fabric caddy completely encloses the blower unit and provides po
type stowage and convenient access of vacuum cleaner accessories. A waist tether
around the caddy when not in use A short strap provides caddy stowage of the 15 ft
hi -power accessories cable when the cable is not in use. The short strap is also us
to secure the cable to convenient structure to restrain the cable when it is deployed
for use. A 4 ft long flexible hose is 'supplied that connects to the vacuum cleaner ml
fitting The hose together with the vacuum cleaner and 15 ft power cable provides a
of operation of approximately 20 ft.
The blower unit IB controlled by a blower unit integral POWER SWITCH located on
the carrying handle The blower unit integral POWER SWITCH has two positions'
MOM ON and ON. These are used for extended or short term usage. A vacuum
cleaner CIRCUIT BREAKER is provided on the side of the caddy.
The inlet adapter of the vacuum cleaner is completely removable to allow the blower








































































































to the fecal/urine collector blower unit and to the suit dryer blower uu
be interchanged with each other in the event of failure. A spare blowe


















uum cleaner POWER SWITCH should fail, in either the MOMON or О


















--The astronaut would have to place the HI PWR ACCESS OUTLET 1
the OFF position to turn off the vacuum cleaner. Note that the vaci
cleaner CIRCUIT BREAKER could be used to turn off the vacuum c!
but this would be using a cb as a switch and may not be acceptable.
•
i



















--The astronaut would have to collect the floating spheres by hand.
•
ь




--The astronaut would do one of the following
-Collect the floating spheres by hand








POWER SWITCH failed in either MOMON or ON
--The vacuum cleaner would not cut off when the POWER SWITCH wa
placed in the OFF position. A malfunction analysis performed by t






POWER SWITCH failed in OFF
--The vacuum cleaner would not operate when the POWER SWITCH w
placed m the MOM ON or ON position Failure of other electrical
components would give this same indication. A malfunction analysi










































































































--The vacuum cleaner would not operate when the POWER SWIT'
placed in the MOM ON or ON position. Failure of other electr
•
ffl?.rjscomponents would give this same indication. A malfunction ai
performed by the astronaut would verify this problem.
ее 5 and 12.исVиЛ
SоЕч9
































































































































С should fail, the following condition would occur:g•sя
•g1Communications and Data







DAC will not operate
--When the HI VOLT/CAM sw (S14) was placed in the ON positic
of other electrical components would give this same indication
















































































































































'5mm lens with extender is used in conjunction with the

















• Communications and Data
--The filming of the experiment could be degraded
aя3•






• Cracked or broken lens






•sи1о•ооight angle mirror connects to the DAC assembly and is
s line of sight into the camera port on the work chambe
«9f. <H Q
3151*»70h1tructural failure occurred (cracking or breaking of the










• Communications and Data
--The filming of the experiment could be degraded
0he
оollowing indications can be used to determine the failurah
•oSШсооSPциaоВ
• Mirror cracked or broken











Pilna transport assembly connects to the DAC assembly i


















































































































































• Communications and Data
- -The film data would be lost.
и
а















































• Binding or mismeshing gears
--The DAC would not operate when the HI VOLT/CA
m the ON position. Failure of other electrical coi
this same indication. The astronaut may be able i
inspecting the DAC and transport assembly.















3ie filming cassettes were to bind, preventing the unwinding
following condition would occur*
a
 J
• Communications and Data
- -The film data would be lost.




















































• Binding film cassettes
--The DAC would not operate when the Ш VOLT/CA
in the ON position. Failure of other electrical coi
same indication. A malfunction analysis performi









•*rgоQfilm used in filming the experiment is color film, ESTAR







• Communications and Data




















































































































































































» Communications and Data
--The film data for the experiment would be degraded.





































--No indication observed by the astronaut.
ce 4.
e sphere forming task is completed, the diagonal cutters are u
e specimens retained on the wheel. The 4 -in. diagonal cutters
ted in the experiment area of the OWS in locker E623. Tempo:




















































agonal cutters should fail» the following condition would occur-•о1а
» Communications and Data
--The fixed specimens could not cut off the specimen wheel.
tosи•aee,owing indication can be used to determine the failure of the diajiиXЬ
» Cutters fail to cut off fixed specimens
--This failure would be noted by astronaut observation.




































































FIGURE H-l. EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING FUNCTIONAL
BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 1 of 6)
H-48

































































3.5. 1. 16. 1.7
EXP ADV sw (S16)
3.5. 1. 16. 1.9
INSTRUMENTATION
CSTR X3 aw (SI)
3.5. 1. 16. 1. 11
BEAM CONTROL
FOCUS ADJ pot (R31)
3.5.1. 16. 1. 13
BEAM CONTROL
ALIGN Y pot (R57)
3.5. 1. 16. 1.15
FIL CHMBR
PRESS Gage (MJ)
3.5. 1. 16. 1. 17
BEAM CUR Gage
(M2)








FLOOD LT sw (SI9)
3.5. 1. 16. 1.8
HI VOLT/CAM
ew (S14)
3.5. 1. 16. 1.10
BEAM CONTROL
CUR ADJ pot (R32)
3.5. 1. 16.1. 12
BEAM CONTROL
ALIGN X pot (R58)
3.5. 1. 16. 1. 14
INSTRUMENTATION
PRESS Gage (M5)
3.5. 1. 16. 1. 16
Ready It (L4)




FIGURE H-l. EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMJNG FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 3 of 6)
H-50

















FIGURE H-l. 'EXPERIMENT М-553, SPHERE FORMING FUNCTIONAL


































EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING FUNCTIONAL
BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 6 of 6)
H-'53
SECTION П.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S52а|ЕТ)3J311)51XнXш^e between the photographic equipment and the fie






s1s£«12uH•ofоS31ьfevacuum cleaner and the HI PWR ACCESS OUTLI





























































аEBG filament and the electron beam Power isctrical interface between thes0H























и6)dсV5SL•dиВН—melted specimens and M553 SPHERE CATCHERhanical interface between the



















'orming discM553 SPHERE FORMING MOTOR and the spherhanical interface between the








































































EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING SYSTEMS DIAGRAM
H-57
Note: Taken from Reference
в в й й н н п н н п н
-Hr
[£> See Reference 16.
[£> See Reference 15.
\$> Provides regulated gun filament current
«15 to 17 A dc.
^> Gun filament is heated to approximately
2900 °K for electron emission.
£> Regulator provides constant current
Я4б mA to deflection coils.
£> Regulator provides adjustable, but regulated,
current to magnetic focus coil (0 to 620 mA).
$> Switch is a three position momentary--
normal position is with lever in the center.
Linkage prevents making both momentary
contacts simultaneously. Lever engages
one switch or the other u. turn, for each
depression.
[j> Battery discharge circuit breaker (CB6)
is open during Materials Processing Facility
operations withM551, M552, and M553 and
is closed only after all of those experiments
have been completed, but prior to M479
operation.






Note: Taken from Reference 17
FIGURE H-4. EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING MECHANICAL AND FLUID SYSTEMS DIAGRAM
1 WELD SPECIMEN 1
Z WELD SPECIMEN 2
3 WELD SPECIMEN 3
4 DEFLECTION MIRROR
5 ELECTRON BEAM WELD MOTOR
6 CAMERA MIRROR
*7 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD
8 HATCH VIEW PORT MIRROR
*9 SPHERE FORMING MOTOR
10 WATER SPRAY NOZZLES
11 HATCH VIEW PORT SHIELD FLAMMABILITY
*12 HATCH VIEW PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING
13 BATTERY ACCESS PANEL
14 COMPOSITE CASTING SPECIMEN STORAGE
*15 TOOL STORAGE
*16 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER
17 ELECTRON BEAM COVER
18 FLAMMABILITY SPECIMEN HOLDER
19 HEAT SINK COVER
*20 SPHERE CATCHER 1
*21 SPHERE CATCHER 2
22 CRYSTAL GROWTH OR COMPOSITE CASTING CLAMP
*23 WORK CHAMBER VENT FILTER 1 and 2
*24 SPHERE CATCHER INSTALLATION TOOL
*25 CAMERA PORT SHIELD-SPHERE FORMING
26 CAMERA PORT SHIELD-FLAMMABILITY
*27 SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN 1
*28 SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN 2
*Used for Experiment M-553
Until recently, the Materials Processing Facility
was called M512, consequently much of its hardware
is etill labeled M512 The facility is no longer a
formal experiment unto itself
All Materials Processing Facility associated switches,
circuit breakers, lights, and valves are listed as
being common to MDA Panel 105 The exceptions are










































































































made of the astronaut
voice comments durin


































SECTION V. EXPERIMENT М-553, SPHERE FORMING
DATA REQUEST FORMS
These data required for evaluation of Experiment M-553
consist completely of voice comments by the crewman concerning
experiment operations, transcripts of voice comments, and the
experiment log. General Data Request Forms (DRF's) requesting
voice comments and experiment logs for all experiments have been
submitted; therefore, a DRF requesting these data specifically for
Experiment M-553 is not necessary.
H-6Z
SECTION VI. EXPERIMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING
ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUEST
This Engineering Change Request was written for Experi-
ment M-551, but is also applicable for Experiment M-553. It was sub-
mitted on August 19, 1971 and was disapproved for the following
reasons:
• No impact from the Product Technology Laboratory
• Not enough justification














Experir- cnt MS12 Battery Status-of- Charge Monitoring
RELATED CHANGES <ECR. ECP. CR. ««•) OY NUMBER: PROGRAM CONTROL NC.
BT-13756.
DESCRIPTION OF CHANOt-
A state- of- charge meter is needed to monitor the M-512 battery. A
qualified state-of-charge meter is used on panel 206 in the STS to
monitor the PCG batteries. The part number for this meter is
61В8Ю002-97. A similar meter should be mounted on the M-512 con-






Q] LEVEL A ICD
П LEVEL A IRN
П LEVEL В ICO
| | LEVEL В IRN
О SLCN
JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANCE:
This change permits the Skylab A Mission Evaluation Working Group
and Operations Support Planning Group to monitor and assess the
adequacy of operating performance among the power source (M-512
battery) and the metals melting, sphere forming, and exothermic
heating tasks.
INITIATED. BY





f | OTHER (EipLiln)
E I C L C T L O K ' ~








| | SPACE SHUTTLE
| | SPACF S1-ATION
f~l OTHERS <Г«р!а1п)
PROJECT/ST^GE AFFECTED:
П S-IB STAGE | | IU
I | S-IC STAGE I I LVGSE
f~| S-H STAGE | | OWS









Г~] AIRDORNE CLEC. SYS.
ГЗ) TELtMEIRY
[3 SIHCLE POINT FAILURES
[~] FLIGHT TATS









Q] PA>LO О V TS
[~J ' °






[П CMflCAL COVPJ (4.TS
STOWAGE
TEST RQMTS., SPECS ft CRITERIA ECC




Ц СГ С / SYSTEMS
ГП М1Г.ЧЮ1. ООСПЛТ10- Ь
D :>FICTIVITY
f~J MAKUAT04Y F0f>
[ J HIGHLY r.r.SI"A.1LC ЮГ.
П) PCSMM'Lt ГОГ» SL-1
!• t
! 'i
f I.K. •' Ч ,1 yplilu)
[ "; L •-.( мт \X] KOUTI:.'
1 j I ML- Г.1 I.CY ( J СО|'/ИАТ1ч!1 ITY
I С • J • \ 8 i t1*' H-64
tFfCCT OF li
The state-of-charge of the M-512 battery cannot be monitored without this meter.
SCOPE OF WORK- f~|
 SEE ATTACHED SKETCH AND/OR DESCRIPTION
ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND DISTRIBUTION
CONCURRENCE
SIGNATURE 6 OQGAI.'IZAI.CH DATE SIGNATURE 6 ORGAS'IZATIOM DATE SIGNATURE & ORGANIZATION DATE
• i „ t' •.'
.IK I |1.j.'LCI ui I ICL
l».Л .:"..:•* l Ч I I.
H-65
SECTION VII.













































































bjective of the experimei



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I PWR ACC OUTLETS 1 cb - close


























































btam and attach checklist and logboc
control panel cover














ГР - Test Pilot (Commander)




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































**ТР - Test Pilot (Coi





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Do not operate the
gage (M5) reading i
less than 24 psia)
INSTRUMENT ATIO
Verify that the INS1





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)N BEAM voltage g
i beam will autotna



















































itron beam cuts off
specimen wheel.
tance of OSN's О 1



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 <te work chamber hatch





















































































i M553 SPHERE CATC
rarily stow the diagona
'MENT STORAGE CON














































































































































iect the M553 SPHERE






























s§g"Ig5 the M553 SPHERE F(



























































































































































































































































Remove the dummy connector from the FLAMMABILIT
SPECIMEN HOLDER TEMPORARY STORAGE connecto;
connect to the work chamber zero-g connector.
а
Note Perform OSN's T 1.39 and Т 1.40 only after the






Remove the M553 CAMERA PORT SHIELD SPHERE FO
ING from the work chamber and stow in the EQUIPMEN
STORAGE CONTAINER.
ыRemove the M553 HATCH VIEW -PORT SHIELD SPHER:
FORMING from the work chamber hatch and stow in the
EQUIPMENT STORAGE CONTAINER
Close and latch the work chamber hatch.
CHAMBER REPRESS vlv - CLOSED.
оRemove the 75mm lens and the right angle mirror from
DAC and stow.
иDisconnect power and control cables from DAC and com
cables to dummy connectors provided for storage.
Remove film XPT assembly from DAC and stow.










ulаRemove checklist, logbook, and clipboard from control
cover and stow.



































>TP - Test Pilot (Commander)









































































































































































































































EXPERIMENT М-553, SPHERE FORMING





































If the DAC operates, this would
indicate that the operate button
did not make contact the first
time it was pushed in.
•oс01Al Recycle the operate button ;




























































CSTR X3 sw (SI) in the CSTR X3
position while trouble shooting
the system.
Z2A2 Place the INSTRUMENTAL
I X3 sw (SI) in the CSTR X3
ion and verify that the INSTRU-



























This would indicate that the DAC
was receiving power. The
operate button on the DAC could
have failed open. If во, the DAC





--А decision would have to be
made concerning whether to
exchange the DAC now or
continue the experiment and
see if the DAC will operate
automatically when the HI
VOLT/CAM sw (S14) is plac
in the ON position
This would indicate one of the
following
• The INSTRUMENTATION
POWER sw failed to make
contact in the ВАТТ posi-
tion.
• The 30 V max. - 26 V mm
regulator failed
MS gage does not operate
--Refer to Contingency Plan
P122A3.
• ELECTRON BEAM POWER 1
sw (S3) failed to make 1




TABLE H- IV. MPER IMENT M-553, SPHERE FORMING MALFUNCTION AND CONTINGENCY PLAN OUTLINE - EXPERIMENT PREPARATION (PI (Sheet 2 of 14) 
- 
ASTN-OT-7 (Feb 72) 
Rernarka 
(malfuac~ons,correc~ona,reeults) 
POWER CONTROL BATT 
c b  (CB2) farled open 
MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) 
failed open. 
This  would lndicate that the  
INSTRUMENTATION POWER aw 
(SZ) had farled t o  make contact rn 
the BATT posltron but d ~ d  make 
contact when recycled. 
Refer t o  Contingency Plan 
P122A2, Remarks ,  under topic 
heading "M5 gage doe8 not 
operate". 
Thre would rndrcate that the 
INSTRUMENTATION POWER aw 
(SZ) farled t o  make contact rn 
the BATT poeitron. The DAC 
and INSTRUMENTATION cannot 
be operated ualng battery power 
Tbs would lndrcate one of the 
following 
Conhngency Plan  
P122A3 Recycle the  INSTRUMENTA- 
TION POWER ew (SZ) and verify that 
the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage 
(M5) re operattng 
M5 gage operates 
--Continue with experiment 
' 
M5 gage does not operate 
--Refer t o  Contingency Plan 
PIZZA4 
P122A4 Verlfy i f  the FIL CHMBR 
PRESS gage (M3) i s  operatlng. 
M3 gage operatee 
--Refer to  Contingency Plan 
P122A5 
M3 gage not operatmg 
--Refer to Contingency Plan 
PIZZA8 


































































































































































































This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION POWER sw
(S2) failed in the OFF position
--M5 gage does not operate








The DAC would have to be
powered from an external AM
BUS 1 power outlet and could not
be operated remotely The
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gag
(MS) would have to be monitored
using AM BUS 1 power It is no
recommended to have battery an
AM BUS 1 power on at the same




£А6 A decision will have to be







canister pressure is measured
using AM BUS 1 power, the
battery would have to be taken
off the line. When the EBG IB
operating, the instrumentation















--Reconfigure the facility and
continue the experiment,
keeping in mind the commei
in the Remarks column
Discontinue experiment
--Reconfigure the facility to 1
initial condition and termini
experiment











powered from an external AM
BUS 1 power outlet and could



































e operated remotely The
RUMENTATION PRESS gage
could not be used and,
sfore, the EBG canister




s determined that the
ility to monitor the EBG
iter pressure when firing



















































































.s determined that the
llty to monitor the EBG
3ter pressure when firing the








































































































































































































































































































































































































































rrREPARATION (P) (Sheet 6 of 1o.CY PLAN OUTLINE - EXPERIMENTUJОiоооzzобzu_гоz2O£Оu.UJOf.UJQ.00f-f1Л22UJ2^ОСUJO.2.i^aCO^
"S
"





ВАТТ cb (CB2) failed о
• The MAIN BATTERY cl
(CB1) failed open
E2A9 Recycle the ELECTRON
lAM POWER ew (S3) and verify that














This would indicate that the
ELECTRON BEAM POWER i
(S3) had failed to make conta





This would indicate one of th
following
• MS gage does not operate





• The ELECTRON BEAM
POWER sw (S3) failed 1
make contact in the ON
position.









reconfigure the facility to its
initial condition.
22A10 Perform the following













--Discharge It (L8) illuminates
--Open the BATTERY DIS-
CHARGE cb (CB6) and refer

































































































































































11 Recycle the POWE



































































12 Recycle the MAIN
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e (MS) could not be used and
refore the CBG canister



















cision will have to

























/as determined that the
blllty to verify the EBG
lister pressure when firing

















figure the facility <
iue the experiment


















/a e determined that the
bility to monitor the EBG
uster pressure when firing































































ie CHAMBER REPRESS vlv IB
ed to repressunze the work
amber after it has been vente































































en, the vacuum cleaner port
ver could be removed to












































































































































11 not close, a vacuum cannot











































the dummy connector will not
move, power cannot be








































































































































































































































P1Z9A1 Stow the M553 SPHERE
CATCHER 1 and the M553 SPHERE
CATCHER INSTALLATION TOOL in
the EQUIPMENT STORAGE CON-

















































































































P129B1 Stow the M553 SPHERE













































CATCHER INSTALLATION TOOL in
the EQUIPMENT STORAGE CON-













































Р130А1 Stow the M553 CAMERA FOR
SHIELD SPHERE FORMING in the
EQUIPMENT STORAGE CONTAINER





















































































P131A1 Stow the M553 HATCH VIEW-
PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING in
the EQUIPMENT STORAGE CON-


















































































































P132A1 The astronaut can physically
hold the M553 SPHERE FORMING
MOTOR to mount the M553 SPHERE





























































































































































































--Terminate the experiment and






































-Stow the M553 SPHERE FORM-
ING SPECIMEN 1 in the EQUIP-
MENT STORAGE CONTAINER
and obtain and mount the M5S3
SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN








1 Secure the M553 SPHERE




























































































The M553 SPHERE FORMING















*close as possible to its normal
position
1 Straighten pins, connect power





























































1 Terminate the experiment and















































































































1 Tighten the Cal/ax fasteners
> cam lock latches that are
Ing properly and perform a




















































То perform a vacuum integrity
check on the work chamber,
refer to SEPEM, Appendix E,











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CSTR X3 sw (SI) failed in
the OFF position.
• The INSTRUMENTATION
PRESS gage (MS) has
malfunctioned.
There is a requirement that 1
the EBG canister pressure 1
must be verified before turning 1



























































A decision was made to con-
tinue the experiment. It was
determined that turning on the
EBG without verifying that the
EBG canister pressure was
24 psia or above would not










































It was determined that turning
on the EBG without being able
to'verify that the EBG canister
pressure was 24 psla or above













































































PRESS gage (MS) moves up to
8 psia, this could indicate a






































































































































































































































This would indicate that the 1
INSTRUMENTATION CSTR 1
X3 sw (SI) had failed in the 1
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading increases
to 8 psia
•
WORK CHMBR position but 1
made contact in the CSTR X3 1
position when recycled. 1
--Continue the experiment.
This would indicate one of the 1
following 1
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading remains
5 psia.
«
• The INSTRUMENTATION 1
•CSTR X3 sw (SI) failed in I
the CSTR X3 position 1
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O12B3.
• The INSTRUMENTATION
PRESS gage (MS) failed.
hhfb
2B3 Place the INSTRUMEN-





5) reading decreases to 0 psia
z
S
This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) was operating
properly and that the pressure




gage (MS) reading decreases
to 0 psia.
--Terminate the experiment
and reconfigure the MPF t
its initial condition
«
This would Indicate one of the 1
following 1
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading remains 5
•
• The INSTRUMENTATION 1
CSTRX3 sw (SI) failed 1
in the WORK CHMBR^^^I
psta.






















































O12B4 Place the INSTRUMEN-
TATION POWER sw (S2) m the OFF
position and verify that the INSTRU-


















This would indicate tha
INSTRUMENTATION С
X3 ew (SI) failed in the
; • INSTRUMENTATION PRESS













This would indicate tha
INSTRUMENTATION P
gage (MS) was hung.
• INSTRUMENTATION, PRESS gage
(MS) reading remains at 5 psia.
--Refer to Contingency, Plan
012A5.
1





ЯPRESS gage (M5) readi

















is0, hеев•Sлu5Г§.Is'CO 1ПSs0. a5 gH-S
*O14A2 Recycle the INSTRUMEN-
TATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) and verify
that the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS








This would Indicate tha'
INSTRUMENTATION С
X3 sw (SI) failed in the
• INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading decreases -










































ХЗ position but made contact
in the WORK CHMBR position
when recycled.









gage (MS) reading remaini
«
• The INSTRUMENTATION
CSTR ХЗ в<н (SI) failed
in the CSTR X3 position.
e0)
psia




PRESS gage (MS) was hun
U
.
[A3 Place the INSTRUMEN




ition and verify that the
TRUMENTATION PRESS gi







This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION CSTR









gage (MS) reading IB 0 psi
--Continue the experimenl
without the capability of
measuring the work cha
•
gross pressure.





gage (MS) reading remaini
•
gage (MS) was hungand unable
to measure either the work






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































О18А2 Continue the experiment
with the electron beam available








































































O19A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to






















































О19А2 Continue the experiment and
see if the electron beam will strike
the specimen If the beam does not
1
1 strike the specimen, a combination
1 of rotating the specimen wheel and
i
adjusting the BEAM CONTROL ALIGN
Y pot (R57) may enable the electron








































































О110А1 Apply a greater amount
of force than IB normally required
to adjust the BEAM CONTROL ALIGN














































O110A2 Continue the experiment
and see if the electron beam will
strike the specimen If the beam
does not strike the specimen, a
combination of rotating the specimen
wheel and adjusting the BEAM
CONTROL ALIGN X pot (R58) may




























































































О111А1 Тар the INSTRUMENTA



















































































































О111А2 Place the INSTRUMEN-
TATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) in the
CSTR X3 position and monitor th
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gag<































gage (MS) reading does not
' increase.











gage (MS) reading increases
8 psia or above.
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O111A3.
Ol 1 1 A3 Place the INSTRUMEN-
TATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) in the
WORK CHMBR position and mom
the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS










































































































INSTRUMENTATION CSTR X3 1
sw (SI) was placed in the CSTR 1
X3 position, the gage was 1
released 1
This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) has malfunctioned.
Va
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading does decrea
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O12A5
•
If the FILAMENT CHAMBER
VENT vlv will not open, the
EBG will not be used
12A1 Apply a greater amount of
ce than is normally required

































































12А2 Terminate the experiment











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This would indicate that the
POWER FIL ВАТТ cb (CB3)
had failed open and made
contact in the closed position
when recycled or that the FIL
BEAM/CONT sw (S1Z) failed
to make contact in the ON


















Refer to Contingency Plan
O114A2, remarks, under title






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































14А5 Recycle the ELECTRON
AM POWER sw (S3) and verify














This would indicate that the
ELECTRON BEAM POWER
aw (S3) had failed to make
contact in the ON position but
did make contact when recycle
EBG filament glows
--Continue with the experimen
Ф
This would indicate one of the
following- —
• The ELECTRON BEAM
POWER sw (S3) failed to
make contact in the ON
position
• The 30 V max - 26 V mln
regulator failed
•oa
EBG filament doea not glow
--Terminate the experiment a





14А6 Ver i fy that the POWER
NTROL ВАТТ cb (CB2) is close











(CB2) has tripped open
--Close the POWER CONTRO:
ВАТТ cb (CB2) and contmu
the experiment
This would indicate one of the
following
POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
(CB2) is closed
9
• The POWER CONTROL
ВАТТ cb (CB2) failed to







































• The MAIN BATTERY cb
(CBl) has tripped open










114A7 Verify that the MAIN
ATTERY cb (CBl) is closed.
MAIN BATTERY cb (CBl) has
tripped open
--Close the MAIN BATTERY






This would indicate one of the
following-
• The MAIN BATTERY cb
(CBl) failed to make con-
tact In the closed position
MAIN BATTERY cb (CBl) is
closed








• The POWER CONTROL
ВАТТ cb (CB2) failed to
make contact in the close
position.
After the verification has beei
made, open, the BATTERY
DISCHARGE cb (CB6).
114A8 Close the BATTERY
ISCHARGE cb (CB6) and verify












This would Indicate that the
POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
(CB2) failed to make contact
in the closed position
E
Battery DISCHARGE It (L8)
illuminate в





















































МАШ BATTERY cb (CBl)
failed to make contact ш the
closed position.
does not illuminate.





14A9 Recycle the POWER
NTROL ВАТТ cb (CBZ) and v









This would indicate that the
POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
(CBZ) had failed to make
—
I»Floodlight illuminates
--Place the FLOOD LT sw
in the OFF position and
*
contact in the closed position




This would indicate that the
POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
(CBZ) had failed to make conti







Floodlight does not illumina
--Terminate the experimen











14A10 Recycle the МАШ ВА'






This would indicate that the
MAIN BATTERY cb (CBl)—Ю
Floodlight illuminates.
--Place the FLOOD LT sw
e
had failed to make contact
in the closed position but did
make contact when recycled




This would indicate that the
MAIN BATTERY cb (CBl)
had failed to make contact





aFloodlight does not illumina
--Terminate the experlmen
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































nc ttone, corrections, result
1s,^ёо§>£в0uво13Бу=32ш3о0.тНоhиВ1ои"Ыrationlumberо5. g.VI
The 4-5-6 pole of the
FIL/BEAM CONT sw (S12
failed to make contact in
the ON position.
The Filament Chamber
Interlock sw (S27) failed
to make contact when the
FILAMENT CHAMBER
































































































































































































































The HI VOLT/CAM sw
(SI 4) failed to make со
in the READY/RESET
position















































































































ВАТТ cb (CB2) has trippe
open or failed to make
contact when closed.
The MAIN BATTERY cb
(CB1) has tripped open
or failed to make contact
in the closed position
ф
5!
 S7A3 Place the HI VOLT/CA1(S14) in the ON position and v





















































































































































































ELECTRON BEAM does not
come on.
--Place the HI VOLT/CAM i
(SI 4) in the READY /RESE






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































This would indicate that pole
4-5-6 of the FIL/BEAM CON'
ew (S12) had failed to make
contact in the ON position
but did make contact when
recycled
READY It (L4) illuminates
--Continue the experiment
•
Refer to Contingency Plan
O117A4, remarks, under







READY It (L4) does not
illuminate
--Terminate the experime













7B1 Recycle the HI VOLT/
(S14) and verify that the RE
I illuminates after the S14 e































































This would indicate that the
К 7 contact 1-3 had failed to
make contact in the closed
position but did make contact
when the HI VOLT/CAM sw
(S14) was recycled.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ver i fy that the INSTRUMEN-











This would indicate one of the
following
• The DAC has
malfunctioned
> INSTRUMENTATION TEMP
gage (M4) la operating









































sw (SZ) faded to make contact
in the ВАТТ position
gage (M4) is not operating
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O119A6.
Push the DAC operate button

















This would indicate that the K8
relay contact 4-6 failed open ar
the DAC could not be operated
remotely
> DAC operates
--Operate the DAC manually
and continue the experi-
ment
0
This would indicate that the DA
malfunctioned
• DAC does not operate
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O119A5
A decision will have to be





















A decision was made to obtain
another DAC, assemble the
photographic equipment on the i
DAC, and film the experiment
> Fdm the experiment
--Exchange DAC's and
continue the experiment
1A decision was made not toexchange DAC's and fdm the
experiment ^^ ^RH









































































































































































































































































































































































































































--Connect the DAC to an
external power source,
continue the experiment,




















10faaо„ 2Remark i(malfunctione.correcContingency Plane01Sa2COCOОp.COXtoяH«faсa£СиЫ*faв S0 -gS **!
30осA decision was mad<
the experiment











Recycle the Ш VOLT/CAM
READY /RESET and ON positi























VOLT /CAM sw (S14
to make contact In tl
• Electron beam comes on
--Continue the experiment
























VOLT /CAM sw (S14
make contact In the•s
 
.
• Electron beam does not
come on
--Terminate the experimei
and reconfigure the MPF
to ita initial condition
Recycle the HI VOLT /CAM
) to the ON position and verify
DAC continues to operate




































































































did make contact wh











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a2CORemarksone, correctionS8г1Contingency PlanPossible MalfunctionDXaaH£иОСEСО)frЦш11Л 9И
О120В1 Recycle the Ш VOLT /CAM
sw (S14) to the ON position and verify
that the electron beam continues to
operate after the 514 sw is released.
O120B The electron beam does
not continue to operate when the




















11!• Electron beam continues tooperate













































• Electron beam does not
continue to operate.














2sw (SI 4) in the ON position
and continue the experi-
ment.
O121A1 Continue the experiment and
verify that the electron beam will melt
the specimens.
O121A The ELECTRON BEAM










































































О122А Rotating the BEAM
CONTROL ADJ pot (R32) does r






























































O122A2 Adjust the BEAM CONTROL
FOCUS ADJ pot (R31) for an optimum
beam and verify that the electron
beam melts the specimens.
•
211
NOTE* The Contingency Plans
written for this malfunction are
the sphere forming specimens a













• Electron beam melts the
specimen.




occurs on the target specimen,
perform only Contingency Plan
O122A1 and continue the experi-
































































































































































































































































i would indicate that the
iM CUR gage (MZ) has
functioned.
i would Indicate that the
M CONTROL CUR ADJ
|R3Z) failed in a position
would not allow sufficient
















































































































































would Indicate that the 1
M CONTROL FOCUS АШ 1
























































































































i would indicate that the beam!
focused well enough to 1





















































































































































































1^3фяи1•о1н"вElectron beam does not m•fOCM^о
electron beam was not focused 1
enough to melt the specimen at 1
the present current reading. 1
9specimens





eAdjust the BEAM CONTRO:pot (R32) for an increase :




















This would indicate that the 1
specimens could be melted if 1
the electron beam were not 1
focused and the electron beam 1





current were increased. 1
This would indicate that the
electron beam was not focused
well enough to melt the speci-





Electron beam will not me
the specimens.
— Terminate the experimc
and reconfigure the MP
to its initial condition.
•
1
This would indicate that the 1
BEAM CONTROL ALIGN X pot 1
(R58) has malfunctioned. 1
EAerify that the electron be;











































































































































This would indicate that the 1
alignment of the electron beam 1
was sufficient to perform the 1





This would indicate that further
adjustments must be made to
continue the experiment.
Electron beam does not













































2 Verify that the electron beam<J<м3-
pinge on the target by using the
iDV sw (S16) to slightly rotate
;cimen wheel and by adjusting





















This would indicate that adjust-
ments can be made to allow the
experiment to be performed.
Note that after each specimen
has automatically been rotated
into position, the EXP ADV sw
(SI b) win have to be used to
slightly rotate the specimen
wheel and allow the electron
beam to impinge on the speci-
men.
• Electron beam can impinge
on target.
— Continue the experiment.
This would indicate that these
adjustments would1 not allow the
electron beam to impinge on the
specimen.
• Electron beam cannot
impinge on target.
--Terminate the experiment
and reconfigure the MPF
to its initial condition.
This would indicate that the 1
BEAM CONTROL ALIGN Y pot 1
(R57) malfunctioned. 1
1 Verify that the electron beam

























































This would indicate that the 1
alignment of the electron beam |
• Electron beam impinges on
the target.
was sufficient to perform the 1
experiment. 1
— Continue the experiment.
This would indicate that further |
adjustments must be fl^^HMI
• Electron beam does not























































Verify that the electron beam
Lnge on the target by using the
V sw (SI 6) to slightly rotate
imen wheel and by adjusting
M CONTROL ALIGN X pot
















































This would indicate that adjuat-
menta can be made to allow the
experiment to be performed.
Note that after each specimen
has automatically been rotated
into position, the EXP ADV sw
(SI 6) will have to be used to
slightly rotate the specimen
wheel and allow the electron
beam to impinge on the speci-
men.
> Electron beam can impinge
on target.
--Continue the experiment.1
This would indicate that the ее
adjustments would not allow the
electron beam to impinge on the
specimen.
> Electron beam cannot
impinge on target.
--Terminate the experiment
and reconfigure the MPF
to its initial condition.
If the electron beam cuts off,
this would indicate that pole
4-5-6 Of the Ш VOLT /С AM sw
(S14) has failed in the No. 6
position but did release when
recycled.
Recycle the HI VOLT /CAM sw




















































This would indicate ^^••B
that the КЗ contact Al-H^^^H
A2 failed closed. • • •
i READY It (L4) is illuminat-
ing.
































This would indicate that pole
4-5-6 of the Ш VOLT /CAM sw
(S14) had failed ш the No. 6
position.
9E
i READY It (L4) is not
illuminating.
— Refer to Contingency
0125A4.
If КЗ contact A1-A2 failed
closed, the electron beam
could not be cut off unless all
power was removed from the
EBG filament. Once the
electron beam was cut off, only
high voltage could be applied to





A decision will have to b



















A decision was made to continue
the experiment. The experiment
will probably be continued by
allowing the electron beam to run
continuously and by rotating
the specimens in front of the
electron beam.
jaоEоо•Sa§оО
If this failure occurs while
melting the specimens on the
first specimen wheel, the
second specimen wheel probably
will not be run.
A decision was made to terminate
the experiment. The electron
beam can be cut off by placing
the ELECTRON BEAM POWER












and reconfigure the N
to its initial condition
If pole 4-5-6 of the HI VOLT/ |
CAM sw (SI 4) failed in §•)••
the No 6 position, ^V^b^^l
the electron beam ^ 1 ^1 ^H




A decision will have to b










































(malfu nc tions.corrections, results]
§£^Contingenc1Соsла3аО(XашЛНоиВI1 OperationIstep Number
A decision was made to continue
the experiment by allowing the
electron beam to run continuous]
and by rotating the specimens









































If this failure occurs while per-
forming the first specimen whee
the second specimen wheel can-
not be run
A decision was made to terminal
the experiment and not allow the










If the DAC stops, this would
indicate that pole 4-5-6 of the






































failed in the No. 6 position but








!« > aN Pto §in a(M -3OS
This would indicate that K8
relay contact 4-6 failed closed.
3EL4) is ilium:
Contingency
• READY It (
— Refer to
O125B3.
This would indicate that pole














If K8 contact 4-6 failed closed,















as long as power was |^ B|^ ^B
applied to the power ^^ ^^ в^

























( malfunctions. corrections, reeultContingency Plan
aоaи1•
з












A decision was made to film th
experiment by using the INSTR
MENTATION POWER ew (S2)
to turn the DAC off and on. Wh
the S2 sw is placed in the BAT'








> Film the experiment
—Use the INSTRUMEN
TION POWER sw (SZ









A decision was made not to








• Terminate the filming.
--Place the INSTRUME
TION POWER sw (52
the OFF position and
tmue the experiment.
CDIf the READY It (L4) illuminate
this would indicate that pole
4-5-6 of the Ш VOLT /CAM sw
(S14) has either failed in the
No 6 position but did release
when recycled or that the K8
contact 1-2 has failed open but

















































































































This would indicate that the K8
relay contact 1-2 failed open.aо
• Electron beam is off.
— Continue the experim
S
This would indicate that pole
4-5-6 of the Ш VOLT /CAM sw
(S14) failed in the No. 6 positic
я
S» Electron beam is ON.
— Refer to Contingency
O125A4.
COIf the floodlight illuminates, th;
would indicate that the FLOOD
LT sw (SI 9) has failed to make
























contact in the ВАТТ ^^••1
position but does make ^V^b^









































































































































































































































• The EXP ADV sw (S16)
failed in the AUTO
position (Note1 this
should not be an indi-
cation until after the
SI 6 sw has been placed
in the AUTO position.)
It is assumed that the
SI 6 sw did not fall in
the AUTO position
until after being placed
there.
This would indicate that the cama13Saиs•eЙ£2ол0ыыи<*|ш50НЮ00
operated sw in the MSS3 SPHERE!
FORMING MOTOR had failed in 1
such a position that allowed the 1





















































































ADV sw (516) was placed in the 1





SPHERE FORMING MOTOR will |
not rotate when the EXP ADV 1
sw (SI 6) is placed in the AUTO 1
position. 1
A decision was made to continue |JссС0)а.Vа•gи»
the experiment. The sphere |sS><0,Ы1иS;
forming specimens will have to 1
be aligned manually by placing 1
the EXP ADV sw (S16) in the 1































































and release the SI 4 sw when a 1













































A decision was made not to try


































If the M553 SPHERE FORMING
MOTOR rotates, this would
indicate that the EXP ADV sw
(S16) has failed to make contact
in the AUTO position but does













































This would indicate one of the 1
following 1
•s
















• The EXP ADV sw (S16)
failed to make contact
in the AUTO position.
• The EXP ADV sw (S16)
failed in the MAN/
RESET position.
• The cam operated sw,
in the M553 SPHERE
FORMING MOTOR,
failed to make contact
to allow electrical
continuity when the
EXP ADV sw (S16) was
placed in the AUTO
position.
This would indicate that the cam
operated sw m the M553 SPHERE

























































































a position that allowed ^^ ^^ шнн
the motor to rotate l^ ^^ ^^ l^
when the EXP ADV sw • Ш •



































AUTO position. IJ this is the
problem, the M553 SPHERE
FORMING MOTOR will not
rotate when the EXP AOV sw























A decision was made to contini
the experiment. The sphere
forming specimens will have ti
- be aligned manually by placing
the EXP ADV sw (S16) in the




























оing the rotating specimens, an
placing the S16 sw in the OFF
position when a specimen is
properly aligned.
A decision was made not to try

































































Do not terminate the experime:


































































has been recycled in both the
MAN/RESET and AUTO positie

























































































































































































1Ia0g5 «S £goо и« ш -
в
и
11§ft,>sива5о0Possible MalfunctionшJtш[-,9о~^вБС1Ы«! 1(в Яв  z°|
ил1
С on tinоо8оСМОO132D The electron beam doesNЛ-'0 5о<
м
О
not continue to operate when the















 iт (МО 
О


















O136A The M553 SPHERE












































О136В The M553 SPHERE
FORMING MOTOR continues to
rotate as long as the EXP ADV









O137A The M553 SPHERE
FORMING MOTOR does not
rotate.
ОHDiS'соSm§<Jft,r--•О
9Eов&Con tin2£&3r»toОO137B The M553 SPHERE
-
•
ICMОFORMING MOTOR continues to
rotate as long as the EXP ADV






























































































































































































































































































































j> Electron beam operates.
--Continue the experimen
make contact in the No. 6
position but did make contact
when recycled or that the S14
sw had failed to make contact
in the ON position but did make
1 .contact when recycled. 1
Thie would indicate one of the 1
following- |
.Electron beam does not
operate.
• The pole 4-5-6 of the
Ш VOLT /С AM sw
(S14) failed to make




and reconfigure the MP
to its initial condition.
• The HI VOLT /CAM sw
(S14) failed to make
contact in the ON
position.
If the electrical contacts in thePerform the following-
<•*О
specimen wheel are open, power 1
cannot be applied to the Ш 1
VOLT /CAM sw to operate the 1

















specimen wheel is rotated to the
next specimen and the experi-
ment continued.
О





Ш VOLT /С AM sw (S14) -
READY /RESET (mom)




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is assumed that the electron
beam is still adjusted to produce
an optimum beam If the beam





































































































This would indicate that the 1
electrical contacts in the speci- 1





























































































































































the specimen separated from the
specimen wheel. The electron
beam will cut off when the Ш
VOLT /CAM ew (SI 4) is placed


































This would indicate that the HI 1




















READY It (L4) l]
— Continue the e
to make contact in the READY/ 1
RESET position but did make 1
contact when recycled. 1












READY It (L4) d
illuminate.
--Refer to Conta
• The HI VOLT/CAM вч/ \
(SI 4) failed to make |
O145AE.
contact in the READY/
RESET position.
ф The K7 relay coil
failed open.
• The K7 con- ^^^_^_
ed to make ^f Л^Л












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If the electron beam turns off,
this would indicate that the FIL
BEAM CONT aw (S12) had faile
in the ON position, but did
н
2




















These eteps are performed to
remove power from the EBG
Perform the following-T1ZA2-
filament without using the
POWER FIL ВАТТ cb (CB3) as
a sw. Note that in Table Н-Ш,
ojЫ• ELECTRON BEAM POW






















• POWER FIL ВАТТ cb (С
- open
• ELECTRON BEAM POW
sw (S3) - ON







































ВАТТ position, but did release
when recycled.
=3The experiment termination wi]Continue the experimentT13A2•
be continued whether the flood-






















Apply a greater amount of






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(malfunctions, corrections, results) 1
§Stngency«оUс0и1•ао2ш0АвшяНииСоЁh1h5 §S 2о. аО Яел
This would Indicate that the






































































































This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage
(MS) has failed. If the second
specimen wheel has been melted,
this will not affect the experiment
If the second specimen wheel
has not been melted, the EBG
would have to be activated again,
the EBG canister pressure could
not be verified. A decision
would have to be made concern-












































PRESS gage (MS) reading
decreases to 0 psia, this would





















































































































































































































































WORK CHMBR position, but did
release when recycled.
This would indicate one of the
following*
• The INSTRUMENTA-
TION CSTR X3 sw (SI)

































































TION PRESS gage (MS)
was hung
If the second specimen wheel has
not been melted, a decision will
have to be made concerning
ОPH§SлHgi0)SZO 4H §



















whether or not to continue the 1
















specimen wheel because the EBC 1













































This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION CSTR X3


































| This would indicate that the |8ёNTATION PSTRUME5
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS




















































































i would indicate that the
s hung but did release












1 Tap the INSTRUMENTATIO

















































d indicate that the
ENTATION POWER
lied in the ВАТТ ро si-



























2 Recycle the INSTRUMENTS
POWER sw (S2) and verify thai
5TRUMENTATION TEMP gage
eading decreases to 0 °C.
• INSTRUMENTATION ТЕМ




















d indicate one of the
The INSTRUMENTA-
TION POWER sw (S2)










gage (M4) reading remains
upscale of 0 °C.





























































































































































































This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION POWER s
(S2) failed in the ВАТТ posiboi
INSTRUMENTATION TEMP


















gage (M4) continues to read
upscale of 0 °C.
--Conbnue the experiment
termination.
If the FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3) reading increases to full
scale, this would indicate that
the FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3) is hung.




























































WER sw (S3) and verify that
flMBR PRESS gage (M3)




























This would indicate that the
ELECTRON BEAM POWER aw
(S3) had failed in the ON
FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3) reading increases to
full scale




This would Indicate one of the
following-
FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3) reading is not full scale.












• The ELECTRON ВЕУ
POWm sw (S3) faile
in the ON position.
• The FIL CHMB^^
PRESS gage ^HHH


























ai4) UA £aои!IContingency Planсо121ор.вомфаЬоЦис1Ь1и§|it8.*<§•»•со
3 Open the POWER CONTROL
cb (CB2) and verify that the



















































































































The POWER CONTROL ВАТТ
i2) is normally opened in OSN
3.
• FIL CHMBR PRESS gage
(M3) reading is full scale.
--Continue the experiment
termination.
• FIL CHMBR PRESS gage



















1 Apply a greater amount of
:han is normally required to
the fasteners and /or latches

















































3 Terminate the experiment








1 Apply a greater amount of
:han is normally required to









































D-2 Obtain appropriate tool tothe vacuum cleaner port.
3 Open the work chamber hatch,
: spheres, use vacuum cleaner

































































T116B1 Open the work chamber hate
collect spheres, use vacuum cleaner



























































































Т117А1 Determine if the trouble is
caused by either the vacuum cleaner
connector or Ш PWR ACCESS
OUTLET 1.































































































• Vacuum cleaner connector
— Continue the experiment
termination without the






• Ш PWR ACCESS OUTLET
—Verify that the HI PWR
ACC OUTLETS 2 cb is
open.
—Verify that the Ш PWR
ACCESS OUTLET 2 ew
is off
--Connect vacuum cleaner
connector to the Ш PWR
ACCESS OUTLET 2 and
continue the experiment
termination.
T119A1 Apply a greater amount of





























T119A2 Obtain appropriate tool to












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T121A3 A decision will have to be
made concerning whether or not to






























ecision was made to :
blower unit and see i
uum cleaner will ope:
! spare blower unit is
i spare parts stowage
it in the OWS forwarc












i3h8lace the vacuum cleaiaah




and install in vacuum
cleaner, continue the
experiment termination.









































T122A1 Wait 30 mm and continue the
experiment termination by manually
collecting the spheres.
05




















































































CIRCUIT BREAKER and continue the
experiment termination, keeping in



















































Т126А1 Apply а greater amount of
force than is normally required to
disconnect the vacuum cleaner power























































-T126A2 Leave the vacuum cleaner
power cable connected to HI PWR



























































T131A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to
disconnect the vacuum cleaner from














































T131A2 Leave the vacuum cleaner
connected to the vacuum cleaner port

















































































































lunscrew the Calf ax fasteners.





























Т132АЗ Leave the M553 SPHERE
FORMING MOTOR mounted in the





























































T132B1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to




































































ьING MOTOR electrical cable cotmecto












































Leave the M553 SPHERE
[G MOTOR mounted in the
































































































Apply a greater amount of
ш is normally required to
















































Leave the specimen wheel on
3 SPHERE FORMING MOTOR
















Apply a greater amount of
an is normally required to
































































































































 5Remove the spheres from the
:atcher, put spheres in debris






























































































Apply a greater amount of
ш is normally required to
the M553 SPHERE CATCHER
















































































































































































































































































T137A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to
unscrew the Calfax fasteners and
remove the M553 SPHERE FORMING









































3TOR from the M47









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Т140А1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to
remove the M553 HATCH VIEW-
PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING






































































































1 ,Т140А2 Leave the M553 HATCH Vt
| PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING
| mounted on the work chamber hatch


























































































Т142А1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to

























Т142А2 Continue the experiment
termination
1
T143A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to
remove the 75mm lens and the right


















































































Т143А2 Leave the 75mm lens and
right angle mirror on the DAC and























































T144A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than normally required to
remove the power and control cable
from the DAC
T144A2 Leave the power and.contn
cables connected to the DAC and























































































































































































Т145А1 Apply a greater a
force than is normally req


































Т145А2 Remove the DAC
camera mount, stow DAC
XPT assembly in the film



























Т146А1 Apply a greater a
force than is normally req























































































SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The following vlv failures will result in termination of the M-553
experiment:
• Bulkhead vent vlv fails closed: if the bulkhead vent vlv fails
closed, a vacuum cannot be pulled on the work chamber
• Work chamber vent vlv fails closed: if the work chamber
vent vlv fails closed, a vacuum cannot be pulled on the work
chamber
• CHAMBER REPRESS vlv fails open: if the CHAMBER
REPRESS vlv fails open, a vacuum cannot be pulled on the
work chamber
• FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv fails closed: if the
FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv fails closed, the electron
beam cannot impinge on the metal specimens.
2. The following sw failures will result in termination of the M-553
experiment:
• FIL/BEAM CONT (S12) sw fails off: if the S12 sw fails off,
power cannot be applied to the EBG
• ELECTRON BEAM POWER (S3) sw fails off: if the S12 sw
fails off, power cannot be applied to the EBG
• HI VOLT/CAM (S14) sw fails in the READY/RESET position:
if the S14 sw fails in the READY/RESET position, high voltage
cannot be applied to the EBG
• EXP ADV (SI6) sw fails off: if the SI6 sw fails off, power
cannot be applied to the sphere forming motor to advance
the sphere forming specimen disc.
3. The following cb failures will prevent power from being applied to
the EBG and result in termination of the M-553 experiment:
• MAIN BATTERY (CBl) fails open: if the CB1 cb fails open,
power cannot be applied to perform the experiment
• POWER CONTROL ВАТТ (СВ2) fails open: if the CB2 cb
fails open, power cannot be applied to perform the experi-
ment.
H-161
• POWER FIL ВАТТ(СВЗ) fails open: if the CB3 cb fails open,
power cannot be applied to the EBG.
4. The failure of the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (M5) could
result in termination of the M-553 experiment; the EBG canister
pressure could not be verified at 24 psia or above.
5. The following preflight test activity is recommended:
• Determine if the vacuum cleaner port cover can be removed
while the work chamber is in a vacuum condition. If the
vacuum cleaner port cover can be removed, this will serve
as a backup procedure to repressurize the work chamber if
the CHAMBER REPRESS vlv fails closed. The analysis
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